ABSTRACT

We present two space bounded random sampling algorithms that compute an approximation of the number of triangles in an undirected graph given as a stream of edges. Our first algorithm does not make any assumptions on the order of edges in the stream. It uses space that is inversely related to the ratio between the number of triangles and the number of triples with at least one edge in the induced subgraph, and constant expected update time per edge. Our second algorithm is designed for incidence streams (all edges incident to the same vertex appear consecutively). It uses space that is inversely related to the ratio between the number of triangles and length 2 paths in the graph and expected update time per edge. The approximation quality of the first algorithm was varying significantly and even for \( s = 1,000,000 \) we had more than 10% deviation for more than half of the instances. The second algorithm performed much better and even for \( s = 10,000 \) we had an average deviation of less than 6% (taken over all but the largest instance for which we could not compute the number of triangles exactly).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Graphs are fundamental structures for modeling complex relationships between data in Web documents, chemical compounds, XML, social networks etc. A basic tool to uncover their structural design principles and to extract relevant information is to mine the most frequent interconnection patterns occurring in the graph.

The computation of network indices based on counting the number of certain small subgraphs is a basic tool in the analysis of the structure of large networks. The clustering coefficient \([18]\) is defined as the normalized sum of the fraction of neighbor pairs of a vertex of the graph that are connected. The related transitivity coefficient of a graph \([6]\), is defined as the ratio between three times the number of triangles and the number of length two paths in the graph. More recently,
much attention has been devoted to the analysis of complex networks arising in information systems, software systems, overlay networks etc. Mining the most frequent subgraphs is here aimed to identify the building blocks of universal classes of complex networks [14]. As an example, the occurrence of a very large number of certain dense subgraphs has been observed in the Webgraph, the graph formed by Web pages and hyperlinked connections [10], in the attempt of tracing the emergence of hidden cyber-communities. A stochastic model of the growth of the Webgraph [9], the "copying model", has these dense subgraphs as building blocks of the process of network formation.

Finding frequent graph patterns also finds application to graph databases where the classical graph query problem consists of finding all the graphs of the database containing a given query pattern as a subgraph. A direct indexing of the most frequent subgraphs, up to a maximum size, that occur in the graph [19] has for instance been proposed as an alternative to path indexing [16].

Counting the number of certain subgraphs in a large graph is a challenging computational task. The current state of the art provides methods that are either computational infeasible on large data sets or do not provide any guarantee on the accuracy of the estimation. The best known methods for the solution of the simplest non trivial version of this problem, i.e. counting the number of triangles in a subgraph, reduces to matrix multiplication [3]. This is not computational feasible even on graphs of medium size, because of time complexity and the space required to store the whole graph and the related data structures in main memory. Schank and Wagner [15] give an extensive experimental study of the performance of algorithms for counting and listing triangles in graphs.

A natural way to address the problem of computing with massive data sets is to resort to the data stream model [7, 12]. In this model data arrives in a stream, one item at a time, and the algorithms are required to use very little space and per-item processing time. Secondary and slower memory storage devices naturally produce data streams for which multiple passes of computation are usually prohibitive due to the volumes of stored data. In several network contexts, the application receive data without pace from remote sources. Data stream computation allows also to compute on-line relevant quantities without incurring a large cost for organizing and storing data. We think for example of a distributed crawler collecting Web pages and their links, and performing structural analysis of the Webgraph prior to transfer data to a storage device.

Data stream algorithms have been proposed for problems like computation of frequency moments [1], histograms [5], Wavelet transforms [4], and others. This large body of work contrasts with a lack of efficient solutions of natural graph problems in the streaming model of computation [7]. Bar-Yossef, Kumar and Sivakumar [20] give a first solution for counting triangles in the data stream model. They consider both the "adjacency stream" model where the graph is presented as a sequence of edges in arbitrary order and there is no bound on the degree of a vertex, and the "incidence stream" model where they consider only bounded-degree graphs and all edges incident to a vertex are presented successively. Their algorithms provide an $\epsilon$ approximation with probability $1 - \delta$ using a number of memory cells in some cases smaller than a naive sampling technique algorithm. The algorithms are obtained through a so called "list" efficient reduction to the problem of computing frequency moments [1]. Subsequently, more algorithms have also been developed for the adjacency stream model [8]. These solutions are still far from being practical for most real world networks.

1.1 Our contribution

In this work we specifically present unbiased estimators for the number of triangles in the graph and the number of cliques of any size. Our data stream algorithms compute a $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximation with probability $1 - \delta$. A complete overview of the application of our method to other classes of subgraphs will be given in the full version of our work.

When estimating the number of triangles, if the graph is given as a stream of edges in arbitrary order, the data structure uses $O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon \cdot \log \left(\frac{1}{\epsilon}\right)} \cdot (1 + \frac{\log |V|}{\log \log |V|})\right)$ memory cells, where $T_i$ denotes the set of node-triples having $i$ edges in the induced subgraph. $|T_3|$ is therefore the measure we like to estimate. This is always better than the naive sampling algorithm that requires $O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon \cdot \log \left(\frac{1}{\epsilon}\right)} \cdot (1 + \frac{\log |V|}{\log \log |V|})\right)$ memory cells, while it dramatically improves by a cubic factor the solution provided in [20]. Comparing our results in this model with the previous work in [8], we obtain a one-pass algorithm that achieves the same space bound and better update time as the three pass algorithm from [8]. The two other algorithms in [8] either require bounded maximum degree or are incomparable to our result because the space complexity depends on different parameters (e.g., the number of cycles of length 4 and 6 in the graph). The number of memory cells used by our algorithm still depends on the cardinality of $T_1$, that can be as large as $O(|E| \cdot |V|)$. Our method in the case of graphs in arbitrary order is therefore of practical interest for networks with a large enough number of triangles.

Of greater practical relevance is our method when the graph is given as an incidence stream. The number of memory cells used by our data structure is $O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon \cdot \log \left(\frac{1}{\epsilon}\right)} \cdot \log |V| (1 + \frac{\log |V|}{\log \log |V|})\right)$. To give a flavor of the quality of our result, observe that $\frac{|T_3|}{|T_2|}$ is exactly equal to $1/3$ of the inverse of the transitivity coefficient of the graph, a universal measure closely related to the clustering coefficient, whose value for networks of practical interest is hardly bigger than $10^4$. Therefore, the number of memory cells of our data structure depends, for all practical purposes, only logarithmically on the size of the network. Our algorithmic results improve by a quadratic factor the result of [20] and always improves over the naive sampling method.

Our method is suitable to be adapted to several other classes of subgraphs. As an example, we provide, in the incidence stream model, an algorithm to estimate the number of cliques of size $\alpha$ that uses $O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon \cdot \log \left(\frac{1}{\epsilon}\right)} \cdot \log |V| (1 + \frac{\log |V|}{\log \log |V|})\right)$ memory cells, where $S_\alpha$ is the number of stars of cardinality $\alpha$ and $T_\alpha$ is the number of cliques of size $\alpha$ in the graph (see [2] for details).

In the second part of this work, we provide an optimized implementation of our data stream algorithms and test it on networks of various sizes collected in different application domains. Our dataset includes large webgraphs, graphs of the largest online encyclopedia Wikipedia [11], graphs of collaborations between actors and authors. For all networks we consider, a sample of size $10^4$ already suffices to provide an excellent approximation of the number of triangles in the in-
The running times of our algorithms, measured in terms of operations performed in main memory, is always lower than the running times measured on the same computing platform for the best known implementation of several heuristics provided in [13]. For the model with stream of edges in arbitrary order, our optimized implementation shows that a sample of size $10^8$ is sufficient for a reasonable approximation of the number of triangles of certain networks, whereas it is still too small for some networks for which the algorithm in the incident stream model provides an excellent approximation with a sample of size $10^3$.

1.2 Structure of the paper

We present in Section 2 the algorithm for counting the number of triangles in the adjacent stream model, in Section 3 the model for counting the number of triangles in the incidence stream model. Section 4 presents the optimized implementations of the algorithms and Section 5 the description of our dataset and the experimental results.

2. STREAMS OF EDGES IN ARBITRARY ORDER

We consider undirected graphs without self-loops. Each edge is an unordered pair of nodes $(v, w)$. We assume that $V = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $n$ is known in advance. We have access to a stream consisting of all edges $(v, w)$, where the edges appear in arbitrary order and no edge is repeated in the stream. There is no bound on the degree of the nodes.

2.1 3 Pass Algorithm

We will first present an algorithm which passes three times over the stream. A different algorithm with the same space degree of the nodes.

We consider undirected graphs without self-loops. Each edge is an unordered pair of nodes $(v, w)$. We assume that $V = \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $n$ is known in advance. We have access to a stream consisting of all edges $(v, w)$, where the edges appear in arbitrary order and no edge is repeated in the stream. There is no bound on the degree of the nodes.

A streaming algorithm which outputs a good estimate of $T_3$ easily follows: we start

$$s \geq \frac{3}{\epsilon^2} \left( \frac{|T_1| + 2 \cdot |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_3|} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{2}{\delta}\right) \right)$$

parallel instances of SampleTriangle. Each of these instances outputs a value $\beta$. We use $\frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \beta_i$ as an estimator for $E[\beta] = \frac{3 |T_3|}{|T_1| + 2 \cdot |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}$. We then return

$$T_3 := \left( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \beta_i \right) \cdot |E|/(|V| - 2)/3$$

as an estimation for the cardinality of $T_3$.

Lemma 2.2. With probability $1 - \delta$ the following statement holds:

$$(1 - \epsilon) \cdot |T_3| < T_3 < (1 + \epsilon) \cdot |T_3|$$

Proof. We use Chernoff’s Bounds:

$$\Pr \left[ \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \beta_i \leq (1 - \epsilon) E[\beta] \right] < e^{-s \cdot E[\beta] \cdot \epsilon^2/3} \Pr \left[ \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \beta_i \geq (1 + \epsilon) E[\beta] \right] < e^{-s \cdot E[\beta] \cdot \epsilon^2/2}$$

For $s \geq \frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \cdot \log\left(\frac{2}{\delta} \cdot \frac{1 + |T_1| + 2 \cdot |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_3|} \cdot (|V| - 2)/3\right)$ the sum of both probabilities is bounded by $\delta$. The lemma follows now from Lemma 2.1 stating that $|T_3| = E[\beta] \cdot |E|/(|V| - 2)/3$.}

Our next step is to consider the update time of our implementation. If we implement the different instances of our algorithm independently of each other, we require $O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \cdot \log\left(\frac{2}{\delta} \cdot (1 + |T_1| + 2 \cdot |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|)\right)\right)$ time to process each edge during the third pass. We show how to reduce this to expected constant time. Before we invoke the third pass, we collect all edge-vertex pairs chosen by different instances of the algorithm. For each pair with edge $e = (a, b)$ and vertex $v$ we would like to find out whether $(a, v)$ and $(b, v)$ are in $E$. Therefore, we construct a set $M$ of missing edges that for each such edge-vertex pair contains the edges $(a, v)$ and $(b, v)$. Next, we construct a hash table for $M$ using a uniform hash function that requires linear space, as proposed in [13]. Now we can
implement the third pass in the following way. For each edge \( e \), we lookup whether it is in the set \( M \). If \( e \in M \) we mark it. These steps can both be done in expected constant time. In a postprocessing step we can then determine the edge-vertex pairs that are triangles.

We summarize our result in the following theorem. We remark that this significantly improves the update time over the previously best result from [8] while achieving the same space complexity. The update time in [8] is roughly proportional to the space complexity compared to expected constant time for our algorithm. Since our experiments show that one still needs a relatively large amount of space this is a significant improvement over the previous results.

**Theorem 1.** There is a 3-Pass streaming algorithm to count the number of triangles in a stream of edges up to a multiplicative error of \( 1 \pm \epsilon \) with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), which needs \( O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \log\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon}\right) \cdot (1 + \log|V|)\right) \) memory cells and constant expected update time.

### 2.2 A 1 Pass Algorithm

In this section we show that the previous 3-pass algorithm can be implemented in one pass using the same amount of space and constant expected amortized update time, if \( |E| \) is significantly larger than the number of instances we run.

We first observe that we can find a random edge in one pass by reservoir sampling [17], i.e. choosing the first edge as a sample edge and replacing this edge by the i-th edge of the stream with probability \( 1/i \). It is known that this method can be implemented in \( O(\log|V|) \) expected time per sample (not counting the time to read the stream) by randomly choosing the next index of the replacing edge according to an appropriate probability distribution.

When we combine this with the third pass, it may happen that we sample an edge \( e = (a,b) \) of the stream together with a node \( v \), but we do not see the edge \((a,v)\) or \((b,v)\) in the subsequent stream (because they appeared before the edge \( e \)). In this case, we do not detect \( a,b,v \) as a triangle. However, we detect \( a,b,v \), if \((a,b)\) is the first edge of the triangle that appears in the stream. This changes the expected value of \( \beta \) by a factor of 3.

**SampleTriangleOnePass**

\[
i \leftarrow 1
\]

for each edge \( e = (u,w) \) in the stream do

\[
\begin{align*}
    a &\leftarrow u; b \leftarrow w; \\
    v &\leftarrow \text{Node uniformly chosen from } V \setminus \{a,b\}; \\
    x &\leftarrow \text{false; } y \leftarrow \text{false}.
\end{align*}
\]

end do

if \( e = (a,v) \) then \( x \leftarrow \text{true} \)

if \( e = (b,v) \) then \( y \leftarrow \text{true} \)

\( i \leftarrow i + 1 \)

end for

if \( x = \text{true} \land y = \text{true} \) return \( \beta \leftarrow 1 \) else return \( \beta \leftarrow 0 \)

**Lemma 2.3.** Algorithm **SampleTriangleOnePass** outputs a value \( \beta \) having expected value

\[
E[\beta] = \frac{|T_3|}{|T_1| + 2 \cdot |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}.
\]

The Proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1

We now start

\[
s \geq \frac{3}{\epsilon^2} \cdot \frac{|T_1| + 2 \cdot |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_1|} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{2}{\delta}\right)
\]

parallel instances and return the value

\[
\overline{T}_3 := \left(\frac{1}{\delta} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_i\right) \cdot |E| \cdot (|V| - 2)
\]

This is a \((1 + \epsilon)\)-approximation of \(|T_3|\), with probability at least \((1 - \delta)\).

By applying the reservoir sampling algorithm from [17] to select the edge, the selection requires \(O(\log|V|)\) expected time for each instance of **SampleTriangleOnePass**. Additionally we use the hash table approach from the previous chapter to efficiently find instances of **SampleTriangleOnePass** which search for an edge in the stream. Altogether we get expected \(O(1 + s \cdot \frac{\log|E|}{|E|})\) update time per edge in the stream.

**Theorem 2.** There is a 1-Pass streaming algorithm to count the number of triangles in a stream of edges up to a multiplicative error of \( 1 \pm \epsilon \) with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), which needs \( O(s) \) memory cells and expected update time

\[
O(1 + s \cdot \frac{\log|E|}{|E|}), \text{ where } s \geq \frac{3}{\epsilon^2} \cdot \frac{|T_1| + 2 \cdot |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_1|} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{2}{\delta}\right).
\]

### 3. Incidence Streams

In an incidence stream all edges incident to the same vertex appear subsequently in the stream. That is, first arrive all edges incident to vertex \( v_1 \), followed by all edges incident to \( v_2 \), and so on. The ordering \( v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \) of the vertices can be arbitrary, i.e. determined by an adversary. We consider undirected graphs and so each edge appears twice (within the incidence list of both incident nodes). There is no bound on the degree of the nodes (in contrast to [20]).

#### 3.1 3 Pass Algorithm

We again will first develop a 3-pass algorithm, and later combine the passes to get a one pass algorithm. Let \( d_i \) denote the degree of node \( v_i \). The 3-pass algorithm is presented below.

**SampleTriangle3**

1st. Pass:

Count the number of paths of length 2 in the stream

2nd. Pass:

Uniformly choose one path using UniformTwoPath

Let \((a,v,b)\) be this path

3rd. Pass:

Test if edge \((a,b)\) appears within the stream

if \((a,b) \in E\) then \( \beta = 1 \)

else \( \beta = 0 \)

return \( \beta \)

We observe that the number of paths of length 2 is exactly

\[
P := |T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3| = \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i \cdot (d_i - 1)/2.
\]

Thus we can easily count the number of paths of length 2 by determining the degree of each node. This is possible because the edges appear as an incidence stream.

The second pass could be implemented using reservoir sampling. However, we propose a different approach which achieves slightly better amortized running time. The idea is...
as follows: if \( v \) is incident to the nodes \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_d \), we define an order for the possible triangles \( (v, w_i, w_j) \), \( i < j \). We order the triangles by the last component first, i.e. in the following way: \( (v, w_1, w_2) \), \( (v, w_1, w_3) \), \( (v, w_2, w_3) \), \( (v, w_1, w_4) \), etc. We randomly choose a value of \( k \) and identify the \( k \)-th pair \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) with respect to this order by computing the two values \( i \) and \( j \) according to formulas given below (the formulas use the simple fact, that there are \( j(j-1)/2 \) triangles made of nodes \( v, w_1, \ldots, w_3 \)). The triple is chosen (if the node \( v \) is in the middle of enough two paths. Otherwise we search for the \( k \)-th two path within the next incidence list).

The algorithm is presented below.

**UniformTwoPath**

Select value \( k \) uniformly from the set \( \{1, \ldots, P\} \).

For each node \( v \) in the incidence list do

If \( k > 0 \) then

Set \( j \leftarrow \left\lceil \frac{\sqrt{2k + \frac{1}{4}} + \frac{1}{2}}{2} \right\rceil \)

Set \( i \leftarrow j - \frac{2}{2k + \frac{1}{2}} + k - 1 \)

Pass over the complete incidence list of node \( v \)

If incidence list of \( v \) contains more than \( j \) edges then

\( a \leftarrow \) the \( i \)-th node in the incidence list of \( v \)

\( b \leftarrow \) the \( j \)-th node in the incidence list of \( v \)

\( w \leftarrow \) \( a \)

end if

\( d \leftarrow \) degree of node \( v \)

\( k \leftarrow k - \frac{d - d}{2} \)

end if

return edges \( (w, a) \) and \( (w, b) \)

**Lemma 3.1.** Algorithm \textsc{SampleTriangle2} outputs a value \( \beta \) with expected value

\[
E[\beta] = \frac{3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}
\]

Proof. We look at all triples of nodes in \( V \). Each triple belongs to one of the sets \( T_0, T_1, T_2, T_3 \). The algorithm chooses such a triple by choosing a node \( v \) together with two adjacent edges. Therefore the selected triples belong to the set \( T_2 \cup T_3 \). We select a triple from \( T_2 \) if we choose the unique node adjacent to both edges and the corresponding edges. A triple from set \( T_3 \) can be chosen in three different ways by selecting one of the three nodes of the triple together with both adjacent edges. Since each choice of a path of length two has the same probability, the probability of choosing a triple in \( T_3 \) is exactly \( 3 \cdot |T_3|/(|T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|) \) as stated.

We now start

\[
s \geq \frac{3}{\epsilon^2} \cdot \frac{|T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_3|} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{2}{\delta}\right)
\]

parallel instances of \textsc{UniformTwoPath} and return the value

\[
\bar{T}_3 := \left( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \beta_i \right) \cdot \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\lfloor |V| \rfloor} d_i \cdot (d_i - 1) \right) / 6.
\]

This is with probability at least \( (1-\delta) \) a \((1 \pm \epsilon)\)-approximation of \(|T_3|\).

To get small amortized expected update time we proceed as follows. Each time when the incidence list of a new vertex starts, we compute the values \( i \) and \( j \) for every instance. Then we insert the \( j \)-values into a global priority queue keeping a pointer to the corresponding instance. When we now process the incidence list of the current vertex we maintain a global counter for the number of neighbors of the current vertex we have seen. If this number is equal to the smallest value stored in the priority queue we remove it and process the corresponding instance. After the incidence list has been processed, we empty the priority queue. This way, each instance of the algorithm requires \( O(1) \) time per vertex. Additionally, we need \( O(s \cdot \log |V|) \) time to process the removal of the smallest element in the priority queue. Overall, the amortized cost of the second pass is \( O(1 + s \cdot \frac{|V|}{|E|}) \), which is constant for moderately large values of \(|E|\). To implement the third pass we use hashing in a similar way as in the algorithm for adjacency lists. This leads to expected constant update time for the third pass.

**Theorem 3.** There is a \( 3 \)-Pass streaming algorithm to count the number of triangles in incidence streams up to a multiplicative error of \( 1 \pm \epsilon \) with probability at least \( 1 - \delta \), which needs \( O(s) \) memory cells and amortized expected update time \( O(1 + s \cdot \frac{|V|}{|E|}) \), where \( s \geq \frac{1}{\epsilon^2} \cdot \frac{|T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_3|} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{2}{\delta}\right) \).

### 3.2 1 Pass Algorithm

To get a one pass algorithm we will again combine the passes of the algorithm stated before. The first pass only counts the number \( P \) of paths of length 2 in the graph. Instead of counting this number in advance, we will start \( 3 \log |V| \) instances of the streaming algorithm, an instance for each guess \( \bar{P} \) of the number of length-2-paths in the set \( \{1, 2, 4, 8, \ldots, |V|^2\} \). In parallel we will count \( P \). At the end we can find one instance started with a value \( \bar{P} \) satisfying \( P \leq \bar{P} < 2P \). We choose the result of this instance as the result of our algorithm.

If the estimated number of nodes was too high then this instance might not get a sample node at all; since the estimation of the number of nodes is at most twice the real value, this failure happens with probability at most \( 1/2 \) and will be detected. By running \( \log(1/\delta) \) parallel instances of the algorithm, with probability \( 1 - \delta \) at least one of these algorithms will succeed.

To combine the second and third pass we test all edges seen after drawing the sample. Therefore we miss an edge when the incidence lists of both endnodes appear earlier within the stream (i.e. the node \( v \) is the last of the triangle nodes). Since this happens with probability \( 1/3 \), the expected value of \( \beta \) decreases by a factor of \( 1/3 \).

**Lemma 3.2.** Algorithm \textsc{SampleTriangleOnePass2} outputs a value \( \beta \) having expected value

\[
E[\beta] = \frac{2 \cdot |T_1|}{|T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}
\]

We now start

\[
s \geq \frac{3}{\epsilon^2} \cdot \frac{|T_2| + 3 \cdot |T_3|}{|T_3|} \cdot \ln\left(\frac{2}{\delta}\right)
\]

parallel instances of \textsc{UniformTwoPath} and return the value

\[
\bar{T}_1 := \left( \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \beta_i \right) \cdot \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\lfloor |V| \rfloor} d_i \cdot (d_i - 1) \right) / 4.
\]

We use techniques to reduce the amortized update time as shown in the previous section. Since we start \( O(\log V) \) parallel instances for different guesses of \( \bar{P} \), the amortized update time increases by a factor of \( O(\log V) \).
Theorem 4. There is a 1-Pass streaming algorithm to count the number of triangles in incidence streams up to a multiplicative error of $1 \pm \epsilon$ with probability at least $1 - \delta$, which needs $O(s \cdot \log|V|)$ memory cells and amortized expected update time $O(\log(|V|) \cdot (1 + s \cdot (\frac{1}{2m})))$, where $s \geq \frac{1}{2^s} \cdot \left( \frac{2s + \log |V|}{|V|} \right) \ln \left( \frac{2}{\epsilon} \right)$.

4. OPTIMIZED IMPLEMENTATIONS

In Section 2 and 3 we provided a general overview of the algorithms. This section describes some details of several optimization steps used in the implementation. We instead omit a detailed description of the use of memory blocks in order to improve I/O efficiency. Rather than reading from the hard disk edge by edge, a large amount of edges is read from secondary memory and stored in main memory in a block of fixed size. This also allows in the analysis to distinguish between processing time and reading time (the reading time sometimes is larger than the processing time).

We first present the three main methods used for speeding up the running times and then the algorithms that use such methods.

**Hash Functions.** We use hash functions to quickly find elements in a set. We use one or two elements as keys for our hash function. In case of two values $u$ and $v$, we use hash functions of the form $h(u, v) = r_1 \cdot u + r_2 \cdot v \mod 2r$, where $r_1$ and $r_2$ are two random generated numbers between one and $r$ (sample set size), and $u < v$. In case of only one element, we use hash functions of the form $h(u) = r \cdot u \mod 2r$. The size of the hash table is $2 \cdot r$.

**Uniform Sample Selection.** We use the following method to select a sample set from a set $RR$ (in our case $RR$ will be the set of edges) of unknown size that is presented as a data stream. We would like to pick a sample of size $r$ and its distribution should be (almost) uniform. The problem is that we do not know $|RR|$ in advance and we have to construct our sample set on the fly when we pass over the stream. We initially set $M = r$ and $m = 1$. Samples are selected with probability $\frac{1}{M}$ until the number of samples taken reaches $M$. When the number of seen elements reaches $M$, each sample is evicted from the current sample set with probability $1/2$, and $M$ and $m$ are doubled. Samples selected in this fashion are almost uniformly distributed. This technique avoids to run different instances of the algorithm for different guesses of the size of the set $RR$.

**Draw Sample.** We next observe that it is not very efficient to throw a biased coin for every element in the data stream, since the inverse of the probability $1/m$ that an element is chosen is proportional to the length of the stream. Instead of throwing a coin we use the probability distribution of the position of the next element of the stream that is taken into our sample set. This distribution depends only on the current position in the stream and the value of $m$ and can be calculated as follows. Assume we want to draw each sample with probability $p$. Then we choose a value $\alpha$ uniformly at random from $[0, 1]$. Supposing the last sample selected was the element at position $k_i$ in the data stream, then the next sample will be the element with number $k_{i+1} = k_i + \left\lceil \left( \frac{\log \frac{1}{\alpha}}{\log(1 - p)} + 1 \right) \right\rceil$.

---

**Figure 1: Pseudo-code for the one pass algorithm considering an arbitrary list of edges.**

4.1 One Pass Algorithm for Streams of Edges in Arbitrary Order

This section presents details of the implementation of the one pass algorithm considering an arbitrary order of the edges of an undirected graph (presented in the subsection 2.2). Figure 1 presents the pseudo-code of the algorithm, including the use of hashing functions, draw sampling and random selection techniques. Moreover, the algorithm considers the results for $r$ samples, and not only one as presented before.

The main structures used by the algorithm are the sample set, a hash function table and $S$, a vector of pointers to structures of type sample. Lines 1 and 2 are initializations. The size $s$ of the sample set and the number of edges seen are initialized with zero. The next sample $x$ to be selected is set to the first one, while variables $M$ and $m$ used for the random sampling technique are set to one and $r$, the number of samples requested by the user.

The loop from lines 3 to 21 analyzes each edge read from the graph. The endpoints of the edge are identified in lines 3 and 4, and the counter of edges is incremented in line 6. If the current edge is the one indicated by the draw sampling technique (line 7), the sample is selected. The sample is composed by two edges (the missing edges) and a counter (lines 8 to 12) that it is used to later check if it is equal to two, indicating that both missing edges were later seen in the stream. Both edges are independently inserted in the
hash function, together with the number of the sample and a point to it. This information is used in the case that later a sample changes position or is removed from the sample set. Next, a new sample that later will be inserted in S is calculated for the draw sample technique (line 15). When the number of samples reaches M (line 17), the value of M and m are doubled and the sample set is cleaned to about half of it (lines 18 to 21). The procedure cleanHalfSampleSet removes each sample with probability 1/2. The sample set is rearranged to avoid having gaps, and their respective indices s are updated.

The procedure checkTri verifies if the current read edge \((a, b)\) belongs to one or more current samples. The verification is done hashing a and b. For each occurrence of this arc found in the hash list, the correspondent counter is incremented, indicating that one more of the missing edges were found.

Finally, in lines 23 and 24, the counters of the s samples is verified and in case it is two, it means that both missing edges were seen in the stream and the sample corresponds to a triangle. So the triangle counter \(\beta\) is incremented. The estimated number of triangles \(\tilde{T}_3\) is calculated in line 25.

### 4.2 One Pass Algorithm for Incidence Streams

This section presents details on the optimized implementation of the one pass algorithm considering an incidence list of the edges of an undirected graph (presented in the subsection 3.2). Figure 2 presents the pseudo-code. That uses the described optimizations and considers r samples, instead of an unique sample.

The main structures used are the hash function and the sets S and D. The former is used similarly as in the previous algorithm, while D stores the current list of adjacent edges being read.

The initializations are similar to the ones used by the procedure OptimizedOnePassSampling-Arbitrary with the difference that instead of \(A\), the set of edges seen so far, this algorithms uses \(P\), the number of paths of length two seen so far. Moreover, in line 3, the current source node of the adjacent list of edges that is been read is reset to -1.

The loop from lines 4 to 26 analyzes the edges from the graph, one by one. The loop from lines 5 to 15 reads edges \((a,b)\) (line 6 and 7), sets information of the corresponding node to the adjacency list being read (lines 8 to 11), adds the new node to the adjacency list (line 12), checks if this edge closes triangles from the current samples (line 13) and increments \(P\) (line 14). For each new edge that is seen, this arc will form a path length 2 with each of the previous edges from the current adjacency list.

When the value of \(P\) reaches \(x\), the edge that forms a sample with the current edge read is calculated in line 17, edge \((w,v)\) that forms a triangle with the length 2-path \(w-a-v\) is inserted into the hash table (line 18) and a new sample index \(x\) is generated (line 19). This loop is executed while \(P\) is larger than \(x\). As in the previous algorithm, loop from lines 21 to 25 certify that all samples are uniformly randomly selected. Finally, the number of samples that represent triangles is computed in line 27 and the expected number of triangles is computed in line 28.

The hash functions used in this case store a condensed list of edges, since a unique arc can close many triangles. Thus, each arc is inserted only once in the lists, and each element of the list stores a counter of the number of times this arc was involved in a current sample. When checking if an edge closes triangles (line 13), it is recorded if it is the first or the second occurrence of it since each edge \((u,v)\) is seen twice (in the incidence lists of u and v). Thus, for each arc that closes triangles in the sample set, three counters are stored, \(c_1\), \(c_2\) and \(c_3\), indicating in how many samples the arc is involved when observing his first occurrence, in his second occurrence and after the second occurrence. These values are independently selected for being removed from the sample set (line 24), and the node from the list is exclude, if selected for that, only when \(c_1 = c_2 = c_3 = 0\). Furthermore, when calculating the number of triangles (line 27), \(c_1\) contributes twice to \(\beta\), \(c_2\) once and \(c_3\) discarded. Even when extra tests are done to correctly maintain the condensed hash functions, the algorithm runs faster than not using these hash functions.

### 5. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

This section presents the computational experiments performed by running the one pass algorithms for estimating the number of triangles in the adjacency and incidence list models.

The codes were written in C/C++, and compiled with the gcc compiler version 3.2.2, using the -O3 optimization option. The experiments were performed on a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium IV computer with 512 MB of RAM, running...
Linux, and compiled with g++ version 3.3.2. Due to space requirements, the experiments for the webgraph were performed in a 2.8 GHz Intel Pentium IV computer with 1 GB of RAM, running Linux. The implementations are available upon request.

CPU times were measured with the system function getrusage. The time for reading the graphs is not included in the running times that are reported. It is interesting to mention that, for both triangle counting algorithms (arbitrary and incidence list of edges), the typical running time of our experiments is larger than the reading time only when using 1,000,000 samples. On the other hand, the computation time is typically not much smaller than the reading time. Hence, it worthwhile the effort to reduce the processing time of the algorithm.

We now describe the datasets used in the experiments.

5.1 Datasets

The datasets were divided in three subsets, all of them are comprised of real world instances.

The first subset is composed of only one instance webgraph. This instance is a webgraph of 135 million nodes and 1 billion edges obtained from a graph extracted in 2001 by the WebBase project at Stanford [21] by removing the frontier nodes, i.e., the nodes that have indegree equal to one and outdegree equal to zero.

The second set of instances is composed of instances used in the experiments reported in [15]. The instances are:

- **actor2002** and **actor2004**: based on the Internet Movie Database. In these instances, two actors (nodes) are connected if they ever starred together in a movie.
- **authors**: based on the Computer Science Bibliography at the University of Trier.
- **google-2002**: based on the 2002 Google contest.
- **itdk0304**: is the network of Internet routers (nodes) and their connections (edges) collected by the Cooperative Association for Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA).

The third set of instances is originated from the link structure of Wikipedia [11], from an old dump of June 13, 2004 [11]. Wikipedia is nowadays the largest online encyclopedia, available in more than 100 languages. In these graphs, each article is a node and each hyperlink between nodes identifies a directed arc. A graph is extracted from each language. The experiments were performed considering the graphs wikiEN, wikiDE, wikiFR, wikiES, wikiIT and wikiPT, extracted from the English, German, French, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese languages, respectively.

The graphs are mostly sparse, and the dimensions vary from less than ten thousand nodes to more than half million, and from less than 100 thousand edges to more than 50 million edges.

5.2 One Pass Algorithm for Streams of Edges in Arbitrary Order

In this section we report the results for the optimized version of the one pass algorithm for streams of edges presented in arbitrary order. Table 1 presents results for sample sizes \( r \) of 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000. The table contains five main columns, corresponding to the graph name, the results for each of the sample sizes \( r = 10,000, r = 100,000, \) and \( r = 1,000,000 \), the values \( \frac{T_1}{T_2}, \frac{T_1}{T_3}, \frac{T_2}{T_3} \) computed for each graph instance. For each sample size, three runs were executed with each instance. We report for each run the estimated number of triangles (\( T_3 \)), the quality of the result \( Qlt(\%) \) and the corresponding running time. The quality of the result is measured as the percentage deviation from the optimal, i.e., \( \frac{\text{Opt} - \text{Opt}}{\text{Opt}} \cdot 100 \). Thus, a negative number in this context indicates that the estimated number of triangles is sub-estimated, while a positive number indicates a super estimation. If no one of the samples represents a triangle, we set "-" in place of the percentage deviation. We used the algorithm from [15] for computing in main memory the exact number \( T_3 \) of triangles (we report on the optimal computation in [2]).

It can be observed in the table that no triangles were found in some of the runs for a sample set of 10,000 samples. For all instances, but one, at least in one of the three runs one or more triangles were identified for sample size of 100,000 and 1,000,000 samples. The instance google-2002 is actually a very sparse one and it has just a few triangles. The probability of one sample to be a triangle is actually only 0.00000023 (as reported in the fifth column of table 1), was found, even considering a sample set of 1,000,000. Results are not presented for the webgraph since no triangles were found in all the experiments we performed with our first algorithm.

The computation time never exceeds 10 seconds in any of the experiments for \( \leq 10,000 \) samples. Time grows for large sample sets, but its increase is not proportional to the increase of the sample set. Note that the final sample size is about 25% smaller than \( r \) because, when the sample set reaches \( r \), about half of the sample set is removed. So, the sample size is between \( r/2 \) and \( r \), in all cases. The average sample sizes for \( r = 10,000, 100,000 \) and 1,000,000 were 7684, 61676 and 571065, respectively. Similar numbers were found for the incidence list algorithm.

5.3 One Pass Algorithm for Incidence Streams

We present the results for the optimized version of the one pass algorithm for incidence streams. Table 2 presents results for a sample size of 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 samples. The fifth column of the table reports the values \( \frac{\text{Opt}}{\text{Opt}} \) for the considered graph instances.

As expected, the number of triangles found in all sample sets is much larger then the numbers presented by the algorithm for streams of edges in arbitrary order. For all runs of all instances, considering the three sample sizes presented, and also a sample size of 1,000 (not presented due to space restrictions), always one or more triangles were found in the sample. The average percentage deviation is very good, even for sample size of 1,000 samples. Considering the absolute values, the average percentage deviation for all instances, but webgraph, are 17.72%, 5.10%, 2.17% and 0.85% for the sample sizes of 1,000, 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000, respectively.

We consider that an approximation of 5% is a very good estimative, and so, for this algorithm, a sample set of size 10,000 provides already good results.

For the reading times, we observe that reading wikiPT takes 0.07 seconds, while reading actor2004 takes 58.02 seconds. For a single list of the arcs \( E_{inc} \), it is spent in reading time half of the time spent for \( E_{inc} \).
### Table 1: Results for the one pass algorithm for counting triangles in an undirected graph with edges listed in arbitrary order. Samples of sizes of 10,000, 100,000 and 1,000,000 were considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>(r=10,000)</th>
<th>(T_3)</th>
<th>Qlt(%)</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>(r=100,000)</th>
<th>(T_3)</th>
<th>Qlt(%)</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>(r=1,000,000)</th>
<th>(T_3)</th>
<th>Qlt(%)</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>actor2004</td>
<td>2,744,294,731</td>
<td>131.54</td>
<td>9.10</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>5,410,963,294</td>
<td>135.34</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>10.24</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
<td>1,152,018,942</td>
<td>-2.09</td>
<td>33.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google-2002</td>
<td>0 - 9.24</td>
<td>1,375,682,338</td>
<td>16.92</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>1,151,929,523</td>
<td>-2.10</td>
<td>21.64</td>
<td>12.81</td>
<td>0 - 0.65</td>
<td>0 - 0.65</td>
<td>0 - 0.80</td>
<td>0.02316e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authors</td>
<td>0 - 0.36</td>
<td>4,932,982,196</td>
<td>19.19</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>923,913,454</td>
<td>-44.53</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>923,913</td>
<td>-44.53</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>6.5034e-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itdk0304</td>
<td>12,378,632</td>
<td>260.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>3,089,228,786</td>
<td>15.86</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>15.86</td>
<td>384,488</td>
<td>-15.51</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>3.8865e-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikiEN</td>
<td>0 - 0.22</td>
<td>4,383,355</td>
<td>120.73</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>18,993,772</td>
<td>-3.16</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>18,993,772</td>
<td>-3.16</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>1.1556e-05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikiDE</td>
<td>0 - 0.33</td>
<td>65,255,967</td>
<td>232.02</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>4,460,671</td>
<td>460.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2,744,281</td>
<td>-13.24</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikiFR</td>
<td>0 - 0.28</td>
<td>11,168,455</td>
<td>38.24</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>3,102,916</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>3,102,916</td>
<td>-1.90</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikiES</td>
<td>5,496,153</td>
<td>73.76</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>4,813,794,52</td>
<td>19.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>4,813,794</td>
<td>-13.24</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.2757e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikiIT</td>
<td>1,745,767</td>
<td>119.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>5,421,177,31</td>
<td>-31.31</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>5,421,177</td>
<td>-31.31</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wikiPT</td>
<td>887,301</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>545,260,31</td>
<td>-31.31</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>545,260</td>
<td>-31.31</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4,460,671</td>
<td>460.06</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>436,669,45</td>
<td>-45.17</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>436,669</td>
<td>-45.17</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>6.0879e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200,411</td>
<td>-37.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>210,023,36</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>210,023</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>6.0879e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>211,966</td>
<td>-35.43</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>334,594,41</td>
<td>-16.41</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>334,594</td>
<td>-16.41</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>6.0879e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>645,909</td>
<td>96.76</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>289,070,11</td>
<td>-19.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>289,070</td>
<td>-19.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>6.0879e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68,552</td>
<td>-1.70</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>69,160,12</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>69,160</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>6.0879e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70,547</td>
<td>-38.29</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>86,450,23</td>
<td>-24.32</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>86,450</td>
<td>-24.32</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>6.0879e-05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed a methodology based on random sampling for counting the number of cliques in data streams. The algorithms provably achieve an arbitrarily good approximation with high probability, use a limited amount of samples and memory cells and constant or at most logarithmic processing time per edge of the graph. We have also detailed some of the features of our optimized implementation of the algorithms for counting the number of triangles in a graph, and reported experimental results on networks from several practical domains. The experimental results show that our algorithms achieve an excellent estimation of the exact values with 10,000 samples in the incidence list model, and with 1,000,000 samples in the model in which the graph is presented as list of edges in arbitrary order. These results are independent from the size of the networks and only depend on the frequency of the subgraphs. We plan to adapt this methodology to mining frequent patterns occurring in protein networks, community detection in the Web, construction of indexes in graph databases.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graph</th>
<th>$r=10,000$</th>
<th>$r=100,000$</th>
<th>$r=1,000,000$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$T_1$</td>
<td>$Q_1(%)$</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>webgraph</td>
<td>7,991,057,204</td>
<td>153.78</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6,461,943,427</td>
<td>153.55</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9,977,868,646</td>
<td>153.69</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actor2004</td>
<td>1,127,610,593</td>
<td>-4.16</td>
<td>12.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,110,058,851</td>
<td>-5.37</td>
<td>12.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,177,449,181</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>12.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>google-2002</td>
<td>43,353</td>
<td>-1.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45,293</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37,346</td>
<td>-14.91</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actor2002</td>
<td>344,973,896</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>351,507,109</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>330,775,554</td>
<td>-4.62</td>
<td>6.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>authors</td>
<td>1,636,611</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,586,971</td>
<td>-4.71</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,633,188</td>
<td>-1.94</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>itdk0304</td>
<td>458,517</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>399,317</td>
<td>-12.25</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>438,002</td>
<td>-7.75</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results for the one pass algorithm for counting triangles in an undirected graph structured as an incidence list. Samples of sizes of 10,000, 100,000, and 1,000,000 were considered.